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Gandhi had immense faith in the Indian Youth as a powerful regenerative force through his 

Magazine Young India. Gandhi was continuously reminding the educated youth about their 

duty to the country and community. The thousands of youth who left their schools and 

colleges became the spearhead of the freedom movement. The generation that grew up with 

Gandhi is steadily disappearing. Thus there is a need to familiarize the youth of today with 

Gandhi's holistic worldview. After liberalization, privatization  and globalization  since 

nineties the value system of the younger  generation us on key issues that plague the 

mankind today like gender oppression, human trafficking, exploitation, class-caste divisions 

and erosion  of values in politics and practice of democracy 

There are a comply maze of Gandhiji's ideas on various aspects of development, a series of 

interpretations of his life, messages, philosophy and writing. His legacy of Swaraj, 

Satyagrha, Swadeshi and Sarvoday have adored by Martin Lurther King, Nelsion Mandela 

and Albert Einstein-particularly his holistic approach to life spirituality, politics, science, 

economics, ecology and the worldview. 

 

 

 

i. To familiarize youth leaders with Gandhi in tradition, value and practices. 

ii. To promote respect love and inter faith understanding among the youth in order to 

break down  the barriers built over the years on religion, caste, class, gender and 

regional differences. 

iii. To find out innovative ways of promoting social harmony, non-violence and freedom 

from fear. 

iv. To know about principles which were the most powerful techniques used by Gandhiji 

against the social evils. 

v. To endeavor to infuse the spirit of Gandhian constructive works deep into the 

prevailing social, cultural, economic and political life of the society we live in; 

vi. To be the change agent in their respective community level and learn how to 

contribute in the process of  Gandhian way of sustainable development 

vii. To develop various skills among youths to envisage the Gandhian concept of 

Swadeshi and Gram Swaraj. 

viii. To educate the duties of a Youth towards the society as enshrined in constitution. 

INTRODUCTION 

Objectives Of the Youth Camp 



 
 

 

DAY 1 – 31 March 2016   
 

Youths from  five districts of western Odisha were arrived to participated the five days 

Gandhi Youth Camp at Gudvella in Bolangir district of Odisha. The district Bolangir, 

Sonepur,Kalahandi,Nuapada and Kandhamal  are tribal dominated and disadvantaged 

districts of Odisha. Imbibing Gandhian thought in the minds of youth to be the change agent 

of their community, VSP with support from GSDS, a five days youth camp was organized in 

a tribal dominated block in Gudvella of Bolangir district in Odisha from 31
st
 March to 4

th
 

April 2016.  The inaugural ceremony started at 11 am where the guests were Gudvella Block 

BDO Shri Ramdatta Bhoi, Guvella High School Head Master Shri Om Prakash Sahoo, 

Sadbhavana  Kendra President and eminent tribal leader Shri Ghanasyam Pradhani, Zilla 

Parishad Member Shri Ashok Dora. Shri Sankar Prasad Panigrahi, Coordinator of VSP 

welcomed and introduced the guest.  They were invited to lightening lamp and garlanding 

the photographs of Mahatma Gandhi and Vinoba Bhave. All guests and participants were 

invited to stand up and sing national song.  Shri Manoj Jena, General Secretary of VSP 

briefly presented the objectives of the youth camp. He said about the idea behind the youth 

camp and how it was materialized with active support from GSDS.How the local youth will 

be skilled and capacited  on the philosophy of the Mahatma Gandhi and how the trained 

youths will be act as a change agent in their respective community that is the prime 

objectives of the five days youth camp as Mr Jena informed. The following guests who 

spoke on this occasion are 

 

Ramdatta Bhoi, BDO, Gudvella : High thinking and simple living was the mantra of 

Gandhiji. Utkal Mani Gopabandhu had played a great role in making Odisha a golden 

Odisha through Gandhian vision and mission. This type of camp will help the campers to 

think and do in the same way of Gandhi and Gopabandhu were lived for. Swachhta[ 

cleaning] was a great work of Gandhiji, he himself used to wash latrine in Sabarmati Ashram 

and Sevagram. He suggested youth should learn Shram Sanskar by giving Shramdan for 

community development. He himself considered as Sevak not an officer, the BDO 

mesmerized the youth by engaging himself in morning shramdan activities.  

Guests inaugurating the Gandhi 

youth camp by lightening the lamp 



 
 

 

Om Prakash Sahoo, Head Master, Gudvella High School: You should get inspired by 

Gandhian thinking and be a good citizen of your society. The Youth can be a change agent 

for the betterment of the society as he suggested. He motivated the campers by his words to 

do something for the upliftment of needy people. His inspiring words would definitely help 

young minds to grow up and make a peaceful society. He emphasized how a common boy 

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi became Mahatma Gandhi. He also said how Gandhi Peace 

Centre is playing a great role in this country by spreading the message of Gandhiji. He 

appealed to young people to be the part of the Gandhian philosophy. 

Ashok Dora, ZP Member : We can create a healthy society by infusing Gandhian way of 

thinking, if we will shift our individualistic thinking to social-centered thinking, a lot of 

happiness will be showered. 

Gokul Rana, Trade Union Leader: The youth was the center stage of freedom movement; 

It is Gandhi who proved youth power as nation power.  

Ghanashyam Pradhani, President, Sadbhavana Kendra : He discussed on how the 

principle of truth and non-violence helped in freedom movement? He considered Gandhi a 

peace bomb. The Youth should take  pro active role for their community upliftment. It is a 

rare training in this disadvanged block like Gudvella, he thanked to both VSP and GSDS for 

choosing this area as the tribal leader said. 

The vote of thanks had offered by Sankar Prasad Panigrahi, the coordinator of VSP. 

Before lunch the entire participants were divided into five groups and accordingly the group 

leaders were chosen. All participants were self introduced themselves. The daywise time 

table was informed. 

Thematic Session–1 

In post launch session the groups were given a task by Manoj Jena as  

The main topic was “How you know Gandhi ? ”   

The sub topic for groups are  

GRUOUP 1:  Gandhi and his Childhood  

GROUP 2: Young Gandhi 

GROUP 3: Role of Gandhiji in South Africa 

GROUP 4: Indian freedom movement and Gandhiji 

GROUP 5 : Gandhi as a Social Reformer 



 
 

 

 

The groups were asked to prepare and present the points in chart paper. The focus of the  

presentation was how a common man became Mahatma. Major contribution in different 

phases of his life was a great inspiration for all the campers. After his beautiful presentation, 

question –answer session was carried on and many campers put very interesting questions to 

know more about Gandhi ji. 

  

HIGHLIGHTS:  

Here are some of the points from overall discussion of the day: 

 Youth must be committed towards the sustainable growth of the society.  

 He/ She should act as agent of  social change with  always ready to face the challenges  

 Youth can contribute a healthy and prosperous society. 

 Youth must follow Gandhiji‟s way of life.  

 Youth should be focused in his/her action. 

 Youth should follow a disciplined and moral way of life.  

OUTCOME OF THE DAY: 

The first day was started with full of brain storming of campers with the Gandhian ideologies 

and Gandhian thinking. Campers got to know about the life history of Gandhi ji. 

 After the thematic session, community game started under the coordination of Manoj Jena 

and Sankar Panigrahi. In the evening cultural program on partriotism was performed by 

campers and final  all religion prayer ended the day. 

Group Presentation 



 
 

 

DAY 2 – 01 April 2016   
 
As per the schedule, the campers were participated in morning shramdan, Yoga, 

dhwajabandhan etc. Then thematic session started after recapitulate the first day.   

 

 

 

Thematic Session–2 

Forest vs  Tribals life & livelihood 

By Kulamani Sahoo, Convenor, District Forest Rights Forum 

Forest is the lifeline of Adivasis. The Parliament of India for having enacted two historic 

legislations such as Provisions of Panchayats (Extensions to the Scheduled Areas) Act 1996 

popularly called as PESA and Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers 

(Recognition of Forest Rights) Act 2006 popularly called FRA,  which provide inter alia  for 

self-governance through  ownership and  management by the community over natural 

resources coupled with  the dispute  resolution at Gram Sabha level and Gram Sabha‟s 

control over schemes and functionaries in social sector. Over 12,000 villages across Odisha 

conserve their community forests. The tribal people depend upon their sources of livelihood 

from forest. The massive degradation of forest is a threat to human life, hence the youths 

should put their best to conserve the natural bio diversity said Dr Sahoo. He encouraged 

youth to plant more trees in their locality. Before his deliberation the students were asked 

about their ideas and thinking of conservation of environment.  

 

Honorable guest speakers on 2nd day of the camp 



 
 

 

Thematic Session–3 

Fundamental Rights &Duties  of a Youth: Mr Debendra Bag, District Human Rights Monitor 

The constitution of India has enshrined fundamental 

rights and duties in Part III of the Constitution of India 

guarantees to persons certain rights called 

„fundamental rights‟. They are: 

1. Right to Equality  

2. Right to freedoms 

3.  Right against exploitation  

4. Right to freedom of religion  

5. Cultural and Educational Rights  

6. Right to Constitutional Remedies 

As the citizen of India, a youth has obligation to 

perform certain fundamental duties towards the country, these are  

1. to abide by the constitution and respect its ideal and institutions; 

2. to cherish and follow the noble ideals which inspired our national struggle for freedom; 

3. to uphold and protect the sovereignty, unity and integrity of India; 

4. to defend the country and render national service when called upon to do so; 

5. to promote harmony and the spirit of common brotherhood amongst all the people of India 

transcending religious, linguistic and regional diversities, to renounce practices derogatory to 

the dignity of women; 

6. to value and preserve the rich heritage of our composite culture; 

7. to protect and improve the natural environment including forests, lakes, rivers, and wild-life 

and to have compassion for living creatures; 

8. to develop the scientific temper, humanism and the spirit of inquiry and reform; 

9. to safeguard public property and to abjure violence; 

10. to strive towards excellence in all spheres of individual and collective activity, so that the 

nation constantly rises to higher levels of endeavor and achievement.   

11.  who is a parent or guardian , to provide opportunities for education to his child, or as the 

case may be, ward between the age of six and fourteen years. 

The Youth of India must abide these above rights and duties to uphold the dignity towards our 

society as well as country said Mr Bag. 



 
 

  

 

Observation of Odisha Day: On the occasion of Odisha day on 1
st
 April , a 

discussion had organized, Separate Odisha was created on 1
st
 April 1936. The guests are  

Tahasildar of Tusra Mr. Karna Mallik, Pradhan Acharya of Saraswati Sisu Mandir, Tusra 

Mr. Jagannath Mishra and IIC of Tusra P.S. Mr. Gokulananda Sahu, the meeting presided by 

Mr.Ghanashyam Pradhani and Coordinated by Mr. Manoj Jena. The participants were 

educated about the contribution of founders of new Odisha like Madhusudan Das, 

Gopabandhu Das, Fakir Mohan Senapati, Gajapati Krushna Chandra Dev etc.   Campers got 

to know 11 vows of Gandhi ji. Like 

 Non-violence 

 Truth 

 Non-stealing 

 Self discipline 

 Non-possession 

 Bread labour 

 Control of the palate 

 Fearlessness 

 Equality of all religions 

 Use locally made goods 

 Remove untouchability 

As per Gandhiji, Swaraj is the freedom of the meanest of our countrymen. Real swaraj will 

come, when we will educate the mass. 

DAY3–02 April 2016  

 Thematic Session–4 

The Dignity of Women: By Ms 

Sagarika Hota, Women Rights Activist 

The violence against women is increasing day by 

day in Odisha, the administration and judicial 

system fails to provide due justice to the tortured 

victims said Ms Sagarika Hota, women rights 

activist. She further stressed the justice delivery 

institutions should function proactive while 

dealing with such sensational cases.  



 
 

 

When women are already projected their leadership in various Panchayatiraj institutions 

after getting fifty percentage of reservation then why the same reservation status will not 

be provided in assembly and parliament she lamented. 

Women education and sensitization, proper implementation of poverty alleviation 

programmes, economy independence etc. are the key factors for materializing women 

rights she asserted. Trafficking and Sexual Abuses are the heinous crime against women 

that the society should introspect while becoming a developed State he stressed. She also 

made the participants understand about various laws related to women rights like 

reproductive rights, domestic violence act, dowery prohibition act, property rights, SC & ST 

atrocity act etc. that safeguarding the rights of women. 

Thematic Session–5 

Safe Health Practice: By Dr. Nilamani Mohapatra, Medical Officer, CHC, Gudvella. 

Health is Wealth; Cleanness is next to godliness as Gandhiji told so community level healthy 

environment should be the utmost priority of a model village said Dr Nilamani Mohapatra, 

medical officer of Gudvela community health center. 

To maintain a proper health, we should practice a disciplined life from early morning to the 

evening. We should get up in the early morning, go for morning walk or do some exercises, 

breathe some fresh air, get fresh, maintain proper hygiene and eat food timely. Laughing is 

also a best medium to keep ourselves happy and healthy. It helps to be happy by overcoming 

anger and fear and makes one able to enjoy life to the full. 

Some decades ago, people were strong and healthy because they were used to walk for long 

distance and they have to perform every house hold chores own. In the recent decades, the 

growth of technologies in very fast manner has decreased the man efforts in every walk of 

life. Earlier, the life of our grandparents was good and their livelihood was very healthy 

because of the hunting, farming, ploughing, harvesting, planting, walking, running, etc. 

Now-a-days, almost every people of any age group suffer from one or more diseases (like 

high blood pressure, heart attack, gout, stress-related disease, etc) from the starting of life. 

In order to keep ourselves healthy physically, mentally, emotionally, socially and 

intellectually, we need to be active on daily basis including well maintained diet, exercises, 

positive thinking and follow good habits. We need to be disciplined in every walk of life. 

 

Unhealthy people can never get the real joy and peace of life. This famous proverb tells us 

that health is more valuable than money and other precious things all over the world.  

 



 
 

 

Thematic Session–6 

How to Develop Leadership ? Group Work ; In this session participants were asked to 

identify their local area problems. They were asked one by one about the major problem 

exists in their locality with brief analysis. There are 22 nos of issues identified as  

1. unclean and unhygienic environment 

2. Child Labour 

3. Youth Migration for searching of job 

4. Unemployment 

5. Drinking water problem 

6. Girls and women illiteracy 

7. Child marriage 

8. Deforestation 

9. Communication problem 

10. Casteism 

11. Dowry system 

12. Lack of quality education 

13.  Violence and intolerance 

14.  Farmers plight 

15.  Health problem 

16.  Violence against women 

17.  Gender bias 

18. Animal sacrifice in the name of god 

19.  Open defecation 

20.  Liquor 

21.  Poverty 

22. Blind faith 

After the problem identification and analysis, the participants were called to stage one by 

one to act as Sarapanch of your respective gram panchayat, Encouraged the participants  to 

present his/her views about solving these problems. Later they were taught about the 

leadership characteristics and how to be become a good leader or change agent. Each 

participants beautifully elaborated his or her ideas before the house.  

   

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

Like every day morning, 

the campers were woke 

up at 4.30am. after their 

routine fresh they had 

taken Shramdan in 

school garden and nearby 

road. The pravat feri 

went to the villages with 

singing song and 

chanting slogans. Jay 

Jagat … Jay Jagat and 

Naujaban Aaore song 

with slogans like Deshki 

Takat… Naujaban : Desh ki Shan … Naujaban  with  social messages etc. It was vibrating 

atmosphere hardly the villager seen such type of awareness rally. 

Thematic Session–7 

Role of Media for Community Development By Bidhan Chandra Bal, Journalist 

The media plays a vital role in the society. Media is a communicator of the public. Today its 

role extends not only to giving facts as 

news, it also analyses and comments on the 

facts and thus shapes the views of the people 

for their kind of development. Media can 

play a major role in protecting and 

promoting peoples rights. It can make 

people aware of the need to promote certain 

values in the cause of human rights which 

are of eternal value to the mankind. Peace, 

non-violence, development, maintenance 

and promotion of ecological balances and 

unpolluted environment and ensuring 

peoples need to all irrespective of caste, colour and creed should be the minimum common 

agenda for the media. The youths can  use the role of media and be a citizen reporter of their 

community to invite the attaintion of the authorities. 

DAY4–03  
April 2016  



 
 

 

 

Thematic Session–8 

Skill Development for Employment By Loknath Mohapatra, Technical Expert 

India is going to be digitalized, the Prime 

Minister Shri Narendra Modi has also 

encouraged the youth to use technology to 

develop their community said Mr Loknath 

Mohapatra, an IT expert. He suggested the 

youths to open a Kiosk in their villages to serve 

and income.   

Centre has proposed to launch a pan India 

Programme called “Digital India” to further 

bridge the divide between digital “haves” and 

“have-nots”.  This would ensure Broad band connectivity at village level, improved access to 

services through IT enabled platforms, greater transparency in Government processes and 

increased indigenous production of IT hardware and software for exports and improved 

domestic availability.  

so far around 400 permissions for setting up of a 

Community Radio Stations have been issued and to 

encourage further growth in this sector, a new plan 

scheme has been launched with sum of Rs.100 crore to 

support 600 new and existing Community Radio 

Stations.   

Thematic Session–9 

Organic Agriculture & Youth : By Om Prakash 

Sharma, Agriculture Scientist 

Mahatma Gandhi said India lives in villages, the real 

Gram Swaraj can be realised by strengthening our 

villages. Nearly 80 percentage of rural peoples are 

depending on agriculture. Villages can be developed if 

we  strive hard to earn our basic needs from our 

agricultural land and less depended on govt. If a youth 

sincerely takes organic agriculture as his/her profession,  



 
 

 

it will be the biggest social contribution for him said Mr Sharma.According to the  study 

titled - “Organic Odisha: Inching towards organic farming”, promotion of this farming 

process will generate six million jobs directly and two million jobs in packaging and 

processing etc. 

The report claims that organic farming can lead to wealth accumulation of a whopping Rs 

23,000 crore and generate exports worth Rs 600 crore. He maintained that the net per capita 

income of a farmer can go up by more than 250 per cent from Rs 3,000 presently to Rs 

10,500 by 2017.Government is promoting Organic farming through various schèmes like 

National Project on Organic Farming (NPOF), National Horticulture Mission (NHM), 

Horticulture Mission for North East and Himalyan States (HMNEH), Rashtriya Krishi Vikas 

Yojana (RKVY) and Network Project on Organic Farming of Indian Council Agricultural 

Research (ICAR).  

 

DAY5–04 April 2016  

The day 5 is the last day of this camp. As per the daily schedule the campers woke up and 

did cleaning of the school campus as part of sharamdan. The class started with the 

recapitulation of four days discussion. The session was about plan of action, the participants 

were asked to present his or her plan of action in the next six months. A mega youth 

convention is scheduled to be held in the month of August. The participants were told to 

form youth club in their respective villages before august. Almost all participants were 

shown their enthusiasm to do the best as change agent in the above indentified problems. 

Valedictory: 

Time has come to end the five days camp in a 

formal ceremony. The chief guest of the 

closing ceremony was the local MLA Mrs 

Tuuni Sahoo, Chief speaker was Mr Ramesh 

Chandra Singdeo, Prinicipal Tusra College, 

Honble guests were Chairman of Gudvella 

Panchayat Samiti Mr Ramesh Pradhan, BDO 

Gudvella Ramadatta Bhoi. He described the 

inspiration, vision and the life work of 

Mahatma Gandhi ji. As per him, Gandhisim 

is what Gandhiji ideas, words and actions means to people around the world and how they 

used them for guidance in building their own future. We had got little ideas about seven 

deadly sins of the society which can destroy us. Those are:   

 

 

http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Assocham


 
 

 

 

 Wealth without work 

 Pleasure without conscience 

 Knowledge without character 

 Business without ethics 

 Science without humanity 

 Religion without sacrifice 

 Politics without principles 

 The meeting was presided by eminent tribal leader and president of Sadbhavana Kendra Mr 

Ghanashyam Pradhani. The guests were invited to lightening the lamp and garlanding the 

photos of Gandhi Vinoba after then all stand up to sung national song. 

 One group leader Mr Suraj Suna sung Jay Jagat followed by slogans. The entire hall was 

stormbound after the song and slogans.  Mr Manoj Jena, secretary of VSP welcomed to all 

dignitaries and briefly presented the five days summaries of the camp. In his speech the BDO 

applaud the initiatives of the organizer and supporter, he assured all possible help to the 

youths if any action initiated in their respective community level. The chairman asked many 

queries about Gandhiji and about the subject taught. The principal was very much appreciate 

and eager to organize a camp in his college. The honble MLA was satisfied for holding the 

camp such a remote area like Gudvella where people are less sensitized about their 

community problems. Trained hundreds of youths of disadvantaged community is a 

challenge which made easy due to organizers sincere effort and commitment. Youths  should 

promote the village industry or cottage industry. That will be the only solution for 

unemployed youth. Youth should be mentally, physically, spiritually, intellectually strong 

and always ready to face the challenges she said. 

 

 

I think Gandhi youth camp has been the place 

where we have made the transitions from a 

young camper to a young adult with youthful 

energy. It has been the place where we have 

lived out one of the most important phases of our 

lives. It has also been the place where our ideals, 

ambitions have been shaped. It has been the 

place where all of us have gone through good 

times. And the memories of which will be there 

always with us. As all of us had stayed together, the fun we had was perhaps doubled or 

tripled.  

CONCLUSIONS 



 
 

 

 

I think, this report is just an attempt to collect/pen down all the memorable moments and 

observation that were made. It is not sufficient to explain the real impact of the experience. 

All the campers must have felt the moral of Gandhi‟s life story. As all the guests were 

explained in easy ways about Gandhi ideologies, it might help all the campers to grow in 

their life. And the recreation programs also motivates people to work more and in the future. 

I think the campers must get the specific objectives of their life. I think the Gandhi youth 

camp has given an opportunity to all our campers/youths to learn Gandhian principles of 

truthfulness, tolerance, non-violence, self-confidence and skill building. The success of the 

camp shows the team work, leadership and unity. The Gandhian values allow the youth to 

grow and to be a person. The values that campers gain from the Gandhi youth camp are:- 

 Non-violence  

 Truth 

 Self-confident 

 Skill development 

 Discipline 

 Work culture 

 Mutual-respect 

 Unity 

 Service to others 

 Honesty 

 Love 

 Protect the 

environment  

 Sustainable livelihood  

 Organic agriculture 

So over all, the Gandhi youth camp helped to develop camper‟s emotional, intellectual and 

spiritual development. Special thanks to Gandhi peace center that came to support this 

venture and also thanks to other organization who has given their support for stand. It was a 

privileged for all the  campers  to be  placed under such  Gandhian thinkers ,  professor ,who 

made great  efforts  & put their heart  and soul into  making the experience  fruitful for all of  

the  campers . I think  Gandhi youth  camp will break the opinion of reporter  hardly, that  is 

“MODERN  INDIA  IS HARDLY A GANDHIAN NATION,IF IT EVER WAS  ONE” 

  



 
 

 

“TEAM”, itself says together everyone achieve more. So  even  in  Gandhi  youth  camp 

,each  and every  volunteers  participated  effectively .They  had  proven themselves  and  

made great efforts  to make  the camp even  more successful. Those are:- 

 

 

REGISTRATION Rashmita Suna/Bhumisita Rana 

TRAINING MANAGEMENT Suraj Suna 

SHRAMDAN/PRABHAT PHERI Manoj Chhatria 

DOCUMENTATION Shiba Bhoi 

ACCOMODATION Rajesh Suna 

SANITATION/ FIRST AID Prabhat Pattnaik 

DECORATION Paplu Meli 

FOOD/WATER Tapan Dash/Gokul Rana 

CULTURAL PROGRAM Suraj Suna 

HOSPITALITY Rashmita Suna 

MEDIA Sankar Panigrahi 

GUEST/RESOURCE PERSON Manoj Jena 

 

                                            

 

 

CAMP ORGANIZING TEAM 



 
 

     

 


